INCLUSION OF QUESTION ABOUT EXTREMISM, TERRORISM, SECTARIANISM.

The House unanimously decided to implement the instructions of the Government of the Punjab vide letter No. DD(M)Security/Vol-V/2014 dated 05-08-2015 regarding assessment through Short questions / MCQs at SSC / HSSC level to deal with the menace of extremism, intolerance sectarianism and to promote tolerance, peaceful co-existence, inter-faith harmony etc. For the purpose, developed material has already been made part of the Curriculum and textbooks and provided in all public schools of Punjab. The following decision would be applicable for the session 2015-2017.

(i) Short Question of 02-Numbers on "Dengue" will be included in the Question Papers of Biology and General Science for 9th Class students.

(ii) Short Question of 02-Numbers on "Terrorism" will be included in the question Paper of Pakistan Studies for 9th Class students.

(iii) Short Question of 02-Numbers on "Terrorism" will be included in the Question Paper of Islamic Education (Compulsory) for 11th Class students.

(iv) Short Question of 02-Numbers on "Dengue" will be included in the Question Paper of Pakistan Studies (Compulsory) for 12th Class students.
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